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 Windows Event Collection

Preview of Key
Points

 How it works
 Setting it up
 Meeting Enterprise Requirements






Managing
Advanced filtering
Load balancing
Troubleshooting
Capacity planning

 Log collection is hard
 Many endpoints
 Many logs
 Many events

The need

 No one likes agents
 Pulling involves
 Inefficient polling
 Punching inbound security hole into each endpoint
 Doesn’t scale

 Then there’s the noise
 The answer is
 Let Windows do it for you
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 Built into Windows since Windows 7 and Win2008
 Hands-off

Windows
Event
Collection

 Group policy
 Push technology
 Efficient
 Resilient
 Powerful
 Secure
 Even works over the Internet!
 Mobile laptops
 Branch offices
 Cloud VMs

Windows
Event
Collection
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Windows Event Collection

Windows
Event
Collection
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WEC
Subscription

Targeting via Group Policy
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Group Policy
vs
Group
Membership

Group Policy
vs
Group
Membership

 For a given computer
 Group policy
 Targets the computer at the collector

 Group membership
 Controls which subscriptions on that collector

 Multiple
 A computer can be targeted at multiple collectors
 A computer can be assigned to multiple subscriptions
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Collector Targeting via
Group Policy
Hey Collector, any
subscriptions?

Collector Targeting via
Group Policy

Hey Subscription,
Which events?
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Which collectors

Which
collector,
subscription,
event, log?

 Use group policy to target all your computers at all potential collectors

Targeting

 Even if you don’t currently have any applicable subscriptions

 Got sites? Don’t want event forwarding crossing sites?
 Group policy can be linked to sites
 But there’s a lot more to the story
 Future webinar on managing WEC in a distributed network
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 Resilience
 What if a collector is down?
 What if a forwarder (source) is disconnected from network?
 Computers will catch up events when they can reconnect

 Security
 Source and Collectors mutually authenticate via Kerberos

Industrial
strength

 Or certificates if non-domain computers

 Event forwarding traffic can be encrypted via https
 Requires trusted server certificate on collector

 Scalability
 Control how often
 Computers ask collectors about new or changed subscriptions
Server=http://lab-wecdev-53.lab.local:5985/wsman/SubscriptionManager/WEC,Refresh=60

 Computers send latest events for assigned subscriptions

 Balance
 Batch size
 Latency

 Many configurable settings for optimization
 Collectors can handle thousands of forwarders

 Each subscription has a query filter to define which
 Source logs
 Which events in those logs

Filtering Which events?
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 XML/Xpath provides much more sophisticated filtering

Filtering Which events?

 Security events with common noise filtered out

Filtering Which events?
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 Or limiting events forwarded with more granularity than you get with
audit policy
What if you only
want to audit
inbound
connections?

Filtering Which events?

 Resources

Why filtering is
so relevant
right now

 So much of logs is noise/spam
 Yet the biggest SIEMs charge based on volume
 Very few organizations have the resources to collect every event from
every endpoint

 Risks
 Results in many organizations scaling back and only monitoring
“important” computers
 That’s what allows
 APTs horizontal spread and long time till detection
 Ransomware to spread and reach critical mass

 Solution
 If you can’t get all events from all endpoints
 At least get the important events from all endpoints
 And all events from important endpoints
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 Filter also allows you to support separation between monitoring and
auditing

Why filtering is
so important

 If you have the infrastructure and resources go ahead and collect all
events from all endpoints and just archive them
 But collect a different channel of high-value security events from all
endpoints and send it to your SIEM for monitoring

 How to filter safely
 Forward everything
 Except known noise

 Our approach with Supercharger’s generated security log filters
 <Select> * (all) </Select>
 <Suppress> known noise </Suppress>

Why filtering is
so important

 Filter also important because of audit policy granularity
 Don’t let anyone tell you they don’t already filter the security log
 That’s what audit policy is all about
 But audit policy lacks granularity
 About 50 categories of audit policies but hundreds of different event IDs
 And many values inside each Event II

 You can’t configure the noise out of the security log with audit policy

 Many events are actually mis-categorized under the wrong audit policy
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Supercharger
advanced
security log
filtering

Supercharger
advanced
security log
filtering
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Supercharger
advanced
security log
filtering

Supercharger
advanced
security log
filtering
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Is WEC really
working?

 Event collection involves a lot of moving pieces
 Key questions






Is WEC really working?
Are all computers forwarding events that should be?
Why isn’t this computer sending events?
Why did this computer stop sending events?
Which computers are missing?

 A short list of what can go wrong
 Group policy
 Misconfigured
 Wrong scoping
 Bad collector target string

 Hasn’t been applied
 Hasn’t replicated between domain controllers

Is WEC really
working?

 Group membership





Computer not a member of the group
Computer doesn’t know it’s a member of new group
Group hasn’t replicated between domain controllers
Computer is a member of a denied group

 Security log
 Local WinRM service doesn’t have access to security log

 Filter
 Invalid Xpath
 Filter has too many expressions






WinRM, WEC service or Event Forwarding plug-in
Network connectivity
Endpoint can simply be down
Dormant computers
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Supercharger deterministic
forwarder analysis

 Some subscriptions should always have 100% active forwarders
 Domain controllers
 High security value servers

 Subscriptions for desktops and laptops will never be 100% active

Health
analysis
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 Forwarder health rolls up to subscription health
 Rolls up to collector health

Health
analysis

 A collector can handle upwards of 30,000 forwarders
 But that is totally dependent on

Scalability

 Audit policy – which events are produced in the first place
 Filter criteria – what portion of above events are actually forwarded
 Workload on the forwarders

 Also influenced by optimization priorities on
 Collector
 Subscription
 Forwarder

 When your needs exceed one collector
 How do you scale out?
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 A collector can handle upwards of 30,000 forwarders
 But that is totally dependent on

Scalability

 Audit policy – which events are produced in the first place
 Filter criteria – what portion of above events are actually forwarded
 Workload on the forwarders

 Also influenced by optimization priorities on
 Collector
 Subscription
 Forwarder

 When your needs exceed one collector
 How do you scale out?

 Scaling out to multiple collectors

Scalability

 Misconceptions at technet and other forums
 “You can use DNS round robin”
 False – Kerberos authentication will fail

 “Just define multiple collectors in group policy”
 False – you can define multiple collectors but each collector has it’s own
subscriptions. There’s no distribution of any kind between collector
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Scaling out WEC

Scaling out WEC
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Supercharger architecture

Physical
manager/
agent
architecture
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Dashboard

 WEC is powerful and particularly relevant right now given the state of
endpoint security

Bottom line

 WEC eliminates the lesser of 2 evils of polling vs. agents
 WEC is a foundation technology
 Supercharger makes WEC fast, easy and fun to
 Implement
 Manage
 Scale

© 2017 Monterey Technology Group Inc.
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 Lot’s more deep dives each month

Going forward

 Windows Security Log
 Windows Event Collection

 Install Supercharger in the next week
 Promo code for Enterprise Edition at Standard pricing
 https://www.logbinder.com/Form/SCDownload

 Instant pricing
 https://www.logbinder.com/Products/Supercharger/Pricing
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